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Incentive-based intervention programs aimed at promoting healthy eating behaviors

usually focus on incentivizing repeating the desired behavior. Unfortunately, even

when effective, these interventions are often short-lived and do not lead to a lasting

behavioral change. We present a new type of intervention program focused on

incentivizing exploration of new healthy alternatives rather than incentivizing repeated

healthy behaviors. This intervention aims to help participants find long-lasting “personal

treasures” —new foods that are both healthy and tasty for them. Our field study included

a final sample of 48 students with low or medium daily consumption of fresh salads.

Participants in the control group received a fixed payment for completing the program,

while the participants in the incentivized exploration group received a lower fixed fee

for completing the task and a bonus for each new salad they tried. Results show that

participants in the incentivized exploration group reported eating more salads even

1 year after the program ended compared to the participants in the control group.

Though preliminary, our results paint a promising picture for the successful application of

incentivizing exploration interventions to promote healthy lifestyle.

Keywords: behavioral change, exploration, diet, eating behavior, healthy lifestyle, salads, decisions from

experience, underweighting of rare events

“It is health that is real wealth and not pieces of gold and silver”
Mahatma Gandhi

INTRODUCTION

It seems that there has never been a better time to maintain a healthy lifestyle. Information is varied
and free. If you do not have time to go to the gym, you can work out at home using one of the many
free online tutorials. You do not know how to cook? Food will be delivered to you at the click of
a button. Yet, although we are surrounded by knowledge about the importance of maintaining a
healthy lifestyle, poor diet remains a concern among policymakers. Poor nutrition can be a risk
factor for many illnesses such as obesity and obesity-related cancers, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular
disease, osteoarthritis, and depression (1, 2). Therefore, it is of paramount importance to find ways
to encourage proper nutrition among the general population.
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When trying to promote healthy behaviors, two common
intervention approaches are often used: Communication
of knowledge and Incentivizing behavioral change. The
communication approach aims to encourage behavioral
change by informing and educating participants about the
general health benefits of a particular desired behavior.
However, such educational approaches, more often than
not, lead to long-lasting, enriched, general knowledge that,
nevertheless, does not translate into actual behavioral change
(3, 4). Incentives-based interventions usually include direct
behavior incentivization (e.g., monetary payment), which seems
to have some success in promoting healthy behavioral change
[e.g., (5)]. However, two meta-analyses regarding weight loss and
exercise interventions found no significant effect of monetary
incentives after the incentives were removed (6, 7). Thus, both
types of interventions appear to be short-lived and do not
translate into lifelong changes.

On the one hand, education alone has a hard time changing
the incentives to consume healthy foods (e.g., information about
potential risks of consuming unhealthy foods does not seem
to change behavior) and education is also hard to customize
to each individual’s subjective preferences. On the other hand,
universal external incentives (e.g., monetary) are effective in
enhancing healthy behaviors, but once removed; the incentive
structure reverts to its original state. Indeed, without direct
incentives, the benefit from a healthy option is in the distant
future (i.e., better health), while its cost is immediate since
healthy foods are commonly considered less tasty (8). Conversely,
adopting a healthy lifestyle requires resisting the temptation of
the immediate benefit from an unhealthy option (tasty) while
emphasizing its cost is in the long-term (health problems).
These capabilities/traits might already be weaker in individuals
choosing unhealthy lifestyles (9).

Considering this incentive structure, it is perhaps not
surprising that the aforementioned intervention schemes have
mostly failed. It is well-established that, with respect to
intertemporal choices, delayed rewards and costs are weighted
as less important (10). Furthermore, a recent study suggests
that when intertemporal decisions are made based on repeated
experience with an environment, as in most real-life decisions,
patience is much reduced (11). Thus, to maintain change over
time, one needs to find healthy options that are exceptionally
rewarding in several aspects (e.g., tasty, very simple to prepare,
cheap, readily available, etc.) to the extent that they are preferred
over other more immediately rewarding unhealthy alternatives.
Such highly rewarding healthy alternatives (henceforth referred
to as Treasures) are particular to each individual (because
of subjective individual preferences) and, most likely, not
very common.

In the current study, we investigate the problem of
establishing long-term healthy lifestyle changes as a problem
of under-exploration of rare but highly rewarding and highly
individual treasures. A Rare Treasure environment is defined
as an environment where the frequent experience following
exploration of new options is a little disappointing, but on rare
occasions it can lead to the discovery of a highly rewarding
Treasure (12, 13). In these cases, people tend to underweight the

small probability to find treasures as if they think that rare events
are less likely to occur than they really are (14–16). Consequently,
people tend to under-explore new alternatives even if exploration
is beneficial in the long run (12, 13).

To address the problem of insufficient exploration, we
investigate a new type of intervention. Instead of motivating
beneficial actions in general, we aim to encourage people to
try as many different beneficial options as possible. Enhanced
exploration of new beneficial actions increases the chances
of finding subjective individual treasures, which equips the
person with knowledge about more attractive alternatives to the
readily rewarding unhealthy choices. Thus, our experimental
intervention draws on the strengths while avoiding the pitfalls of
both the common incentives approach (effective but short-lived
behavioral change) and the educational approach (long-lasting
but subjectively irrelevant knowledge). Incentives have proven
effective in short-term behavioral change. Thus, we use monetary
incentives to increase exploration of new healthy actions for
the duration of the intervention. By not incentivizing repeated
actions, we aim to drive subjects to discover their own subjective
treasures. Having the subjects self-educate should allow them
to gain long-lasting and subjectively-relevant knowledge that
could translate into actual behavioral change. Importantly, even
when the effects of the direct external incentives dwindle, only
the incentivized behavior (exploration) is at risk of diminishing
along with them, leaving intact the actual healthy behavioral
changes that were achieved through the discovery of long-lasting,
relevant knowledge.

The potential of incentivizing-exploration interventions is
supported by findings from the acquisition of skills literature:
One example is the “emphasis change” training protocol (17),
according to which the scoring rule is changed on a regular
basis, incentivizing trainees to explore new ways to improve
performance. This and similar training protocols that encourage
exploration were found to enhance performance and transfer
of skills among pilots (17, 18), basketball, and hockey players
(www.intelligym.com). Similarly, research from the behavioral
change literature shows that incentivizing visits to the gym at
flexible times led to more gym visits during the intervention
period and even after incentives were removed compared to
routine incentivizing where participants were rewarded for
attending the gym only at a specific time window (19). It seems
that exploring different training schedules facilitated participants
in finding times that were most convenient for them.

In the current intervention, we aim to promote healthy eating
habits by incentivizing exploration of new healthy options. To
make the intervention straightforward, we focus only on the
consumption of salads containing fresh vegetables which are
considered particularly difficult to include in one’s diet (20).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was approved by an IRB. Approval Number 2017–22.

Recruitments
We aimed to recruit a relatively homogenous group of people,
that do not adhere to a special diet constraint and for whom
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fresh salads are not an integral part of their daily diet. Thus, we
published a short screening questionnaire on Facebook groups
of the Technion and the University of Haifa. The questionnaire
included several quick questions related to eating habits. One of
the questions asked participants about the number of fresh salads
they usually eat. After removing those who reported adhering to
a specific diet1, and those who reported eating more than three
fresh salads a week, we had a final inclusion list of 300 students.
We invited all 300 students to participate in this study, out of
whom 69 responded to the email invitation. Of the 69 students,
55 participants showed up and were included in the final sample.

Participants
Fifty-five students from the Technion and the University of
Haifa participated in the current longitudinal study. Mean age
23.6 (±1.6), 38% females. Two participants were excluded from
the experimental group due to a lack of coherence in their
responses2. Twenty-eight participants were randomly assigned
to the control group and 25 to the incentivized exploration
group. Five participants did not complete the intervention period
leaving us with 22 participants in the incentivized exploration
group and 26 participants in the control group.

Procedure
The intervention lasted 3 weeks. There were three in-
person meetings with the participants: pre-intervention (initial
meeting), post-intervention (after the 3-week intervention), and
a 2-month follow-up. All sessions took place at the Technion
or University of Haifa laboratories. Additional follow up 1 year
after intervention was conducted via email. Participants received
214 NIS (∼$66) on average for participating in the current
study. This amount included 30 NIS provided at the end of
the pre-intervention meeting, 134 NIS on average that were
provided at the end of the post-intervention meeting (depending
on the experimental condition, see details below), and 50 NIS
for the 2 months follow-up meeting. The 1-year follow-up was
incentivized separately (see below).

Pre-intervention Meeting
Participants signed an informed consent form and then
were given a questionnaire (see Supplementary Material 1

for full questionnaire). Among other questions, participants
were asked to indicate their fresh salads consumption in the
previous week. After filling the questionnaire, the participants
were given verbal and written instructions regarding the
intervention period according to their experimental group (see
Supplementary Material 2). Each participant then received their
first payment of 30 NIS.

1The study took place during the religious holidays Ramadan and Passover. Both

involve a specific diet which, can interfere with the intervention. Thus, participants

who reported adherence to these specific temporary diets were excluded and were

not invited to participate in the current study.
2Lack of coherence refers to participants who claimed in their screening

questionnaire that fresh salads are not an integral part of their daily diet but in

their follow up questionnaire claimed they ate more than three salads a week.

The Intervention Period
During the intervention period (3 weeks), participants were
asked to eat one fresh salad per day for a minimum of 14 days3

and send the experimenter a photo of themselves (“selfie”) with
the salad. Participants were also asked to specify the ingredients
of the salad and their degree of enjoyment from eating the salad
(ranging from “1” not tasty at all to “6” very tasty). Additionally,
participants were asked to state whether the salad is entirely
new to them (i.e., they did not taste it before or during the
study). According to the study definition, a salad is a blend that
includes at least 2 freshly cut vegetables and/or freshly cut leaves.
Participants were divided randomly into one of two groups with
different incentivizing methods.

Fixed Payment Group (Control)
Participants in this group received a fixed amount of money
(120 NIS/∼$37) for completing the requirements during the
intervention, meaning eating salads made of at least two fresh
vegetables on 14 different days.

Incentivized Exploration Group (Experimental)
To encourage exploration of new salads, we manipulated the
incentives. Participants were told in advance that their payment
will depend on the number of new salads they consume during
the study. Each participant received a fixed (65 NIS/∼$20)
payment for completing the intervention and an additional 7
NIS (∼$2) for every new salad they ate. Thus, the more new
salads the participants eat, the higher their payment. According
to the study definitions, a new salad is a salad for which the
ingredients list differs by at least two ingredients from any
previously reported salads.

Post-intervention Meeting
Participants filled a questionnaire (same questionnaire as in
the pre-intervention) and answered several questions about the
intervention period, such as whether it was easy/difficult for them
to find and prepare the salads, how much time per day they
spent on the study on average etc. (the questions are available
at Supplementary Material 2) Afterward, participants were paid
according to the condition they were assigned to and their
performance, as explained above.

Two Months Follow-Up Meetings
Participants filled a questionnaire (same questionnaire as in the
pre- and post-intervention) and were then paid 50 NIS.

One Year Follow-Up
After 1 year, participants completed the final questionnaire (see
Supplementary Material 3), which was sent to them online. Out
of all participants, five were randomly chosen and paid 100 NIS.

3Participants could have eaten as many salads as they wished during the

intervention period. The requirement was that they will eat at least one fresh salad

on 14 different days (out of the 21 intervention days) and send a photo alongside

with the salad ingredients immediately after consuming each of the 14 salads.
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Statistical Analysis4

Statistical analyses were conducted in R 4.0.0 (21) using the
car (22) and coin (23) packages to check test assumptions and
the afex package for the ANOVA analysis (24). For dependents
variables that did not meet the assumption of normality we used
non-parametric analysis.

RESULTS

Manipulation Check
To examine whether the incentivizing exploration manipulation
indeed increased exploration of new fresh salads, we used two
types of measures: (1) The number of entirely new salads that
participants reported eating during the intervention (one of the
questions in the daily reports) and (2) The number of different
salads participants ate during the intervention based on the
ingredients detailed in their daily reports. Since these dependent
variables weren’t normally distributed in the collected data, we
used the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test.

As can be seen in Figure 1A, participants in the incentivized
exploration group reported that they tried significantly more
entirely new salads (Med = 8.5) in comparison to the control
group (Med= 3, Z= 3.18, and p< 0.01). Based on the ingredient
reports and the study’s definition of a different salad (mentioned
above), we were able to calculate the number of different salads
each participant ate. As can be seen in Figure 1B, this measure
also indicated that participants in the exploration group ate
significantly more different salads (Med= 13) than in the control
group (Med = 7, Z = 4.583, and p < 0.001).

Intervention Effectiveness
To examine whether the incentivized exploration group
increased their salad consumption more than the control group,
we compared the change in reported salads consumption from
the baseline level (pre-intervention) to each of the three-time
points (post-intervention, 2 months follow up, and 1 year follow
up) between the two groups.

For that aim we conducted a two-way repeated measures
ANOVA. The assumption of sphericity was met (assessed by
Mauchly’s test; p > 0.05) and no heterogeneity of variance
between the groups was found (assessed by Levene’s test; p >

0.05). By inspecting the residuals Q–Q plot, it seemed reasonable
to assume normality of the residuals.

Results show a significant effect for group [F(1,30) = 5.2, p <

0.05] and for difference in salads consumption [F(2,60) = 36.4,
p < 0.001]. Simple contrasts analysis revealed that during the
intervention (change between pre- to post-intervention reports),
participants in the incentivized exploration group increased their
salad consumption by three salads on average (SD = ±1.7)
compared with two salads on average (SD = ±1.8) in the
control group. The difference between the groups was marginally
significant [t(30) = −1.8, p = 0.08]. No significant difference
was found between the groups at 2 months follow-up. However,

4Due to the small sample size, subdivision of the groups by gender resulted in

even smaller sample size that did not enable us to detect any significant gender

differences in our analysis. the possibility of gender differences in behavioral

change interventions remains open to future investigations.

after 1 year, reported salad consumption in the incentivized
exploration group increased by 1.1 salads (SD = ±1.3) on
average compared with the pre-intervention baseline, while no
such increase was observed for participants in the control group.
The difference between the groups was significant [t(30) = −2.7,
p < 0.01]. Figure 2 presents the differences between reported
salad consumption the week before the intervention and the
three-time points.

We conducted a further analysis using repeated measures
ANOVA to test for a difference for each group in the number of
salads eaten through time. The assumption of sphericity was met
(assessed by Mauchly’s test; p > 0.05) and here too, by inspecting
the residuals Q–Q plot, it seemed reasonable to assume normality
of the residuals.

Differences were found in both groups [F(3,48) = 13, p< 0.001
for the control group and F(3,42) = 38.01, P < 0.001 for the
incentivized exploration group]. For the control group (as seen
in Figure 3A), post-hoc tests using the Bonferroni Correction
revealed a significant difference in the number of salads eaten
the week before pre-and post-intervention meetings, with an
average of 2.7 salads (SD ± 0.2) reported in the pre-intervention
questionnaire and an average of 5.1 salads (SD± 0.2) reported in
the post-intervention questionnaire (p < .001).

As seen in Figure 3B, in the incentivized exploration group,
post-hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed several
significant differences. First, between pre-and post-intervention
questionnaires with an average of 2.4 (SD ± 0.3) and 5.9 (SD
± 0.16) salads eaten the week before pre-intervention and the
week before post-intervention meeting, respectively (p < 0.001).
Secondly, a significant difference was also demonstrated between
the number of eaten salads the week pre-intervention and the
number of salads eaten the week before 1 year follow up meeting
(3.6, SD ± 0.036, and p < 0.05). There was no difference in the
number of salads eaten the week before pre-intervention meeting
and the week before 2 months follow up meetings (p= 0.26).

Invested Effort
Figure 4 presents several additional tests aimed at examining
the difference between groups regarding various aspects of effort
during the intervention. Since these dependent variables weren’t
normally distributed in the collected data, we used theWilcoxon–
Mann–Whitney test.

Figure 4A presents how much time per day participants
reported spending on the study. We found that the incentivized
exploration group reported spending significantly more minutes
per day (Med = 22.5) compared to control group (Med = 20, Z
= 2.4, and p < 0.05).

Even so, the three graphs in Figure 4B demonstrate there
was no difference in perceived effort during the intervention, in
difficulty finding or in making salads (Z = 0.6, n.s; Z = 1.2, n.s; Z
=−0.7, n.s, respectively).

DISCUSSION

Most intervention programs that use incentives to
promote desired eating behaviors fail to maintain long-
lasting behavioral change (25), possibly because healthy
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FIGURE 1 | Exploration of salads (A) The average number of entirely new salads participants tried during the intervention (based on daily self-reports) and (B) the

average number of different salads participants ate during the intervention (calculated based on the ingredients detailed in the daily reports). **p < 0.01.

FIGURE 2 | Between groups comparison of the difference between the number of salads eaten pre-intervention and post intervention, 2 months follow up and 1 year

follow uptime points. *p < 0.05, 0.051 < m.s < 0.1.

alternatives are difficult to find (26). We argued that
incentivizing exploration of new alternatives (in search for
rare “Treasures”) instead of indiscriminately incentivizing
all desired behaviors increases the chance that people will
find highly rewarding and healthy options, thus, helping
them maintain healthy eating habits long after incentives
were removed.

We compared a common approach of incentivizing behavior
to our novel approach of incentivizing exploration. Our results
show that participants in the incentivized exploration group,

who were incentivized to explore new salads, tried more new
salads, and varied their salads during the intervention more
than the control fixed-pay group. Most importantly, 1 year
after the intervention ended, participants in the incentivized
exploration group reported eating more salads than before the
intervention, while participants in the control condition did
not. These results support our hypotheses that encouraging
exploration will [1] lead to finding new rewarding alternatives;
and [2] positively affect healthy eating behavior in the
long term.
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FIGURE 3 | Average amount of consumed salads per week for each group at three time points in comparison to pre intervention self-report. (A) Control group. (B)

Incentivized exploration group. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.001.

FIGURE 4 | Between groups differences regarding various aspects of effort during the intervention. (A) Difference in the average amount of time participants reported

spending on the study during the intervention period. (B) The average of various aspects of reported self-perceived effort related to the intervention. *p < 0.05.

Exploration can be considered risky. Humans tend to fear
and reject novel food and consider it dangerous [known as
food neophobia (7)]. Indeed, participants in the control group
preferred familiar and similar salads. Previous findings suggest
that forced exposure to novel food decreased neophobia and
increased the willingness to try novel food (27). This emphasizes
the importance of incentivizing exploration to encourage search
for new foods. It should be noted that exploration is also
costly. Participants in the incentivized exploration group spent
significantly more time on the intervention. However, the success
of interventions encouraging exploration does not require that
the exploration of new beneficial actions will continue forever.
In fact, most learning models incorporate a transition from
initially costly but informative exploration to exploitation of
highly rewarding alternatives that were found during exploration
(12, 28). In the current context, the aim of the exploration phase
is to find a large enough pallet of Treasures one can alternate
between. Once this aim is achieved, the new treasures can

be exploited and further exploration, although still potentially
beneficial, is no longer required to maintain desired behaviors.

Importantly, the cost of exploration could be reflected in
various aspects. For example, the effort to find new salads and
choose which salad to make, as well as investing more time
preparing a wider variety of salads and/or a salad containing
a wider range of ingredients. In the present study, the cost of
time was measured using only one question that ignores the
underlying cause. Future studies may focus on the cost aspect of
exploration to examine the relative weights of different cost types.

The main limitation of our study is the small sample size
that resulted from the long recruitment process. However, we
are encouraged by the fact that we still found significant salads
consumption differences, even with our small sample. To the
best of our knowledge this is the first evidence for the potential
effectiveness of incentivized exploration interventions.Moreover,
the effect was observed under minimal intervention, which
allowed participants to continue with their everyday routine.
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Therefore, this type of intervention is relatively convenient,
simple, and scalable in duration and intensity, and can be
easily adjusted to other types of desired behaviors, such as
physical activity.

It is important to note that the current study used
monetary incentives to encourage exploration, however, for
many people interested in changing the eating habits of others
(e.g., nutritionists, parents) paying money is not an option.
Nevertheless, our findings relate to the goal that is encouraged
and not the medium through which this achieved. Therefore, one
may use the tools or methods they normally employ to encourage
healthy eating but direct their guidance toward exploration of
healthy alternatives rather than just increasing consumption of
healthy foods. This may include non-monetary reinforcers such
as a good word, screen time, points toward a free consultation etc.
The current results suggest that, for example, nutritionists who
encourage exploration of alternatives instead of success in general
will increase the chances of their patients to find foods that are
both tasty and healthy for them. This, in turn, should make these
patients more likely to persist in their nutritional change, which
is the ultimate goal of nutritional interventions.

CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, the current approach addresses healthy eating
as a problem of insufficient exploration for healthy rewarding
alternatives. Incentivizing exploration is expected to overcome
the problem of insufficient exploration and lead people to
discover multiple rare Treasures (heathy and highly rewarding
alternatives), which will allow participants to exploit these
Treasures long after incentives are removed.
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